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Suggested Instructions of Application (Retail) 

Body Wash: Sjolie Body Wash is a specially designed sunless tanning body cleanse containing 
moisturizing agents that leave skin clean, hydrated, and healthy to prolong a tan. This body 
wash is formulated to keep from stripping the skin of its natural components while extending 
the developed color from DHA. 
 
Exfoliating Body Wash: Use weekly in bath or shower for a light exfoliation. Apply over the body 
with moistened hands, puff, or washcloth. Gently massage into a lather and rinse off. 
 
Sugar Scrub: Apply the Sugar Scrub to dampened skin, rubbing in upward circular motions 
anywhere exfoliation is wanted or needed. Rinse, and repeat if required. 
 
Body Renew Moisturizer: Apply a generous amount of moisturizer one to two times per day or as 
hydration is needed. 
 
Tan Extend: On cleansed skin, apply an even layer of Tan Extend to any desired area or full body. 
We recommend washing hands immediately after application to avoid DHA development in 
unwanted areas. Wait 8-10 minutes before dressing to ensure the product has absorbed into 
the skin. 
 
Skin Perfecting Lotion: Apply liberally to clean skin post-shower; with hands or mitt, rub evenly 
and in circular motions where color is wanted. Clients should thoroughly wash their hands 
immediately after use. 
 
Bronzing Mousse: Pump a liberal amount of mousse on to applicator mitt and apply in long 
circular motions to the face and body. Use any excess product to blend over the hands and feet 
lightly. For best results, wait 8 hours before showering. 
 
Bronze Fusion Gel: With hands or a mitt, apply the gel to desired areas in an even, circular 
motion. Allow 6-8 hours before showering for full development. Thoroughly wash hands after 
application. 
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Suggested Instructions of Application (Additive) 

Anti-Aging: Add two full droppers for every ounce of solution, prior to application 

Skin Firming: Add two full droppers for every ounce of solution, prior to application 

DHA Booster: Add two full droppers for every ounce of solution, to increase the solution’s DHA 

percentage by 1% 

Scent: Add one full dropper for every ounce of solution. Add additional drops for a more potent 

smell 

Shimmer: Add two full droppers for every ounce of solution or distilled water. Add additional 

drops for increased shimmer 

 

Suggested Instructions of Application (Pro-Solution) 

Professional solutions (8-hr): For a full body tan, pour 2oz. of product into your HVLP/Airbrush 

solution cup. Increase as needed. Apply 1-coat of solution using the Sjolie or preferred 

technique. Do not over-saturate. Do not apply more than 2-coats of products. Do not layer for 

darker results. Avoid water, sweat, and restrictive clothing for 8-hours while developing.  

Professional solutions (Rapid): For a full body tan, pour 2oz. of product into your HVLP/Airbrush 

solution cup. Increase as needed. Apply 1-coat of solution using the Sjolie or preferred 

technique. Do not over-saturate. Do not apply more than 2-coats of products. Do not layer for 

darker results. Avoid water, sweat, and restrictive clothing for 2 to 4-hours while developing. 

Do not wear the solution longer than 5-hours.  

2- hours = light tan  3- hours = medium tan  4- hours = dark tan  

 

Suggested Instructions of Application (Pre-Tan) 

Barrier Cream: Apply Barrier Cream where minimal color is desired or none at all. Barrier Cream 

will prevent/minimize DHA absorption in dry areas like hands, feet, palms, elbows, and knees. 

pH Balancing Spray: Apply pH spray over the face and body. Ensure the product is fully absorbed 

before applying spray tan or self-tanning products.  
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